amazon com urban potters makers in the city - urban potters makers in the city will appeal to a broad audience not only to those who practice pottery themselves but also to anyone interested in the handmade. The book also includes a practical source list of places to buy handmade ceramics in the six cities featured. **Urban potters makers in the city**

9789491819704 amazon - urban potters makers in the city on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers. Zooms in on the crafts revival in the cities and presents a selection of young influential and inspiring ceramicists from around the globe. Clay is back, the age old craft of ceramics is being embraced by a new generation of urban makers and collectors. **Urban potters makers in the city by Katie Treggiden** - urban potters makers in the city by katie treggiden 3 73 rating details 11 ratings 3 reviews. Clay is back, the age old craft of ceramics is being embraced by a new generation of urban makers and collectors, and by interior designers here katie treggiden explores the contemporary revival of pottery focusing on six inspiring cities and their makers. **Urban potters makers in the city Ludion September 2017** - Urban potters makers in the city Ludion September 2017 photograph by yeshen venema. My third book, urban potters makers in the city was published by ludion and distributed by abrams in the united states and by thames hudson in the uk and europe in september 2017. What follows is the introduction as submitted to the publishers. **Urban potters makers in the city Ludion the fine store** - Urban potters makers in the city is all about clay and clay is back, the age old craft of ceramics is being embraced by a new generation of urban makers and collectors. Author katie treggiden explores the contemporary revival of pottery focusing on six inspiring cities and their makers. **Urban potters makers in the city Ludion be** - Urban potters makers in the city will appeal to a broad audience not only those who practice pottery themselves but anyone who is interested in the handmade. The book also includes a practical source list of places to buy handmade ceramics in the six cities featured. Katie treggiden is a design writer, editor, curator, lecturer, and consultant.